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Abstract
Interest contention constitutes the major concern of both conflicting litigants in the courtroom discourses concerning business dispute settlement. This paper, by analyzing the features of discourse information units, studies how the discourse information functions work in the interest contention of courtroom trials concerning business dispute settlement. The present study shows that discourse information functions in interest contention of business dispute settlement can be classified into four types. Based on the previous studies concerning discourse information functions (Du, 2009), the present study finds out another new type of discourse information function, namely, the compound category. Moreover, it can be found that the realization of different discourse information functions rely on the use of different information units in the interest contention of the disputing litigants.
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1. Introduction
Under the influence of various factors, data analysis shows that discourse information displays a variety of features in interest contention in business dispute settlement (Guo, 2019; Guo, Zhao, & Han, 2019). Du (2009) proposes that there are generally three categories of discourse information functions in courtroom questioning and answering, namely, objective category, subjective category, and expositive category. In order to explore how the discourse information functions work in the interest contention of courtroom discourses concerning business dispute settlement. The present study focuses on the characteristics of discourse information functions in interest contention of courtroom discourses concerning business dispute settlement.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Previous Studies on Business Dispute Settlement
A prominent feature of the studies on business dispute settlement is that huge amounts of business dispute settlement have been studied in construction industry or engineering project (e.g. Loosemore, Nguyen, & Denis, 2000; Harmon, 2003; Rubin et al., 1999; Adrian, 1988). Certain amounts of studies concerning business dispute settlement focus on family business disputes’ settlement (e.g. Sorenson, 1999). Notwithstanding the enormous number of existing literature on business dispute, relevant studies that are conducted from the perspective of linguistics or communication are on a small scale, there is still great research gap and room to explore this topic from the angle of linguistics or interdisciplinary study.

2.2 Previous Studies on Discourse Information Theory (DIT)
Du (2007) puts forward the linguistic model of information structure of legal discourse, and this is regarded as the core model and framework of Discourse Information Theory (DIT). Du (2013, 2015) argues that the information unit is the minimal, integral and meaningful unit that has relatively independent complete meaning and structure. And each sentence in a discourse can be regarded as a proposition. A discourse is a hierarchical
structure with different levels of information units. According to the tree model of discourse information structure (Du, 2007), the macro-structure of a discourse is hierarchical structure which is comprised of a kernel proposition (KN) and a number of propositions developed under the KN at lower levels until the bottom layer. Each proposition is the content of an information unit that constitutes the smallest unit of meaning (Du, 2007, 2015). In DIT (Du, 2015), information knots are represented by 15 interrogative words, namely, What Thing (WT), What Basis (WB), What Fact (WF), What Inference (WI), What Disposal (WP), Who (WO), When (WN), Where (WR), How (HW), Why (WY), What Effect (WE), What Condition (WC), What Attitude (WA), What Change (WG) and What Judgment (WJ).

2.3 Previous Studies on Discourse Information Function

Du (2009) proposes that the courtroom participants take interests as their central concern and accordingly select questions and answers, organize information, and attain their specific communicative objectives. The study shows that the objectives can be classified into three categories in light of its functions in courtroom discourse, namely, subjective category, objective category and explanatory category of discourse information. And these three categories of discourse information may help participants to make claims or counterclaims, provide basis for litigation, ensure reasonableness of their interest appeal and help the judge to define facts and disputes of lawsuits.

3. Research Questions and Research Methodology

3.1 Research Questions

In order to achieve the research objective of exploring how the discourse information functions work in the interest contention of courtroom trials concerning business dispute settlement, the following three research questions will be answered:

1) What kinds of discourse information functions are used in the data?
2) What kinds of discourse information units are used to realize each kind of discourse information function?
3) How does the specific discourse information function work?

3.2 Research Methodology

The present study adopts a combination of qualitative research method and the corpus research method, including the discourse analysis and Discourse Information Analysis (DIA) methods for the data analysis with the assistance of the corpus CLIPS (the Corpus for the Legal Information Processing System).

3.3 Data Collection

In order to guarantee the reliability and validity of the study, all the data are extracted from CLIPS (the Corpus for the Legal Information Processing System) which consists of transcripts of Chinese and American civil court trials. The data collected are mainly recordings of observed court proceedings, which were collected with professional digital voice recorders with the permission of the court and the consent of both parties (Ge, 2014). All of the discourses in CLIPS have been transcribed and tagged according to transcription and tagging conventions based on Discourse Information Theory (DIT).

4. Discourse Information Function Features in Interest Contention of Business Dispute Settlement

For the sake of striving for more interests respectively in the business dispute settlement, different information functions play different roles in interest contention. Du (2015) proposes that the communicative functions of discourse information include monologue, dialogue, and questioning (including questions & answers) and the selection of discourse information functions can be determined by the roles of the participants’. Since discourse information function is one of the main aspects of discourse information characteristics in interest contention, this section focuses on the features of discourse information function in interest contention in business dispute settlement.

4.1 The Objective Category of Discourse Information Function

In court hearings, the discourse information of objective category is used to present facts, provide evidence, offer background information of the case, etc. In the process of interest contention in business dispute settlement, the objective category of discourse information plays different functions to assist interest contention between the conflicting parties.

4.1.1 Providing Participants’ Identities Function

In the process of business dispute settlement, the function of providing information on participants’ identity lays
legal guarantee and protection for both disputing parties’ interest contention. Thus, the information concerning the participants’ identities involved in the dispute is often provided at the beginning of court hearings regarding business dispute settlement.

As is illustrated in the following extract, this function of providing participants’ identity is often realized by the judge’s initiation by WT unit together with the disputing parties’ information presentation by means of WF information units.

Extract 1

01[审判长]: <WT1>请坐。<WT2>现在核实双方当事人身份。<WT3>原告向法庭报告你方公司名称、住所地、法定代表人及职务、委托代理人及代理权限。
02[原代一]: <WA1>好的。<WF1>原告,北京××××网络技术有限公司,住所地:北京市海淀区××××。<WF2>法定代表人是刘××,是董事长。代理人是两位,我本人是北京××律师事务所律师,赵×。旁边这位是公司的员工,王×。我们的权限详见授权委托书。
03[审判长]: <WT4>被告向法庭报告你方公司名称、住所地、法定代表人及职务、委托代理人及代理权限。
04[被代一]: <WA2>好。<WF3>被告一共有两位。……

As is shown, Extract 1 is concerned with the providing of information on the disputing parties’ identities at the beginning of the court trials.

As can be seen, the judge initiates the checking of information regarding both disputing parties’ identities by adopting units of WT1, WT2 and WT3. Then WF1 presents the name and location of the plaintiff’s corporation and WF2 provides the information concerning the corporation aggregate and the plaintiff lawyers. It can be found that the combination of WT and WF units plays the function of providing participants’ identities.

In respect to this providing participants’ identity function, on the one hand, the judge’s checking on the information can guarantee the accuracy and eligibility of the corporation aggregates of both disputing parties involved in the lawsuit.

On the other hand, this function may guarantee the execution of the verdict concerning the interest allocation after interest contention, because frequent change of the corporation aggregate or the corporation’s name in the period of litigation may lead to the impossible execution of the court’s verdict regarding interest arrangement for dispute settlement.

And therefore, this providing participants’ identity function can provide legal guarantee to protect the proceeding and final execution of both disputing parties’ interests to a great extent in the interest contention in business dispute settlement.

4.1.2 Procedural Progression Function

Compared with the subjective information units such as WA, WI and WJ, the information unit indicating WT is more inclined to be the discourse information of objective category. This procedural progression function can guarantee the promotion of interest contention in the court trials concerning business dispute settlement.

Extract 2

01[审判长]: <WT1>我宣布现在开庭，…… 01 [J]: <WT1> I declare now it is in session, ...
02[审判长]: <WT2>下面进行法庭调查，…… 02[J]: <WT2>Next, let’s go to the stage of court investigation, …
In the court proceeding to settle business disputes, the chief judge uses WT information units (from WF1 to WF6) to play the function of regulation in interest contention in business dispute settlement.

In order to guarantee the successful development, equality and justice of interest contention between the plaintiff and the defendant, the chief judge usually regulates the court trial’s proceeding. And it can be found that the speech turns are allocated equally to the plaintiff lawyer and the defendant lawyer by the chief judge. And this can guarantee the equal opportunities for both conflicting parties to play their interest contention in the courtroom trials.

### 4.1.3 Presenting Evidence Function

In order to justify or prove the lawyers’ views on a certain disputing interest focus, the evidence presentation is needed. And this evidence presentation is mainly realized by means of the adoption of objective information units of WF, WB, WE, etc.

**Extract 3**

01[被代二]: ……<WB>根据这个图片是被告的 CEO 林×和原告的关联公司微××的老总曾××的微信往来，<WF>这个曾××说制了新新的用户资料和关系使用办法，被告公司需要把用户完善后的 profile 和用户关系回写给微博，才能继续使用微博登录和用户数据。01[DA2]: …<WB>According to this picture which is the record of the WeChat exchanges between the defendant’s CEO Lin × and the plaintiff’s affiliated company micro-××’s CEO Zeng ××, <WF>this Zeng ×× has said that the way of using new user’s information and relationships has been established, and the defendant’s company needs to rewrite the improved users’ profiles and user relationships back to the microblog, only in this way, the defendant’s company can use the way of logging by means of microblog and the users’ data.

In this extract, the statement is the extract of the defendant lawyer’s evidence presentation at the stage of defining conflicts and interests.

As is shown, WB information unit is used to provide the evidence to justify several points: Firstly, the information unit of WB proves that the new way of using the users’ information and relationships has been established. Secondly, the WB unit also testifies that the way of using users’ information and relationships is different from the way which is adopted when the plaintiff and the defendant were in the relationship of cooperation at once. Thirdly, this WB information unit demonstrates that the plaintiff and the defendant are in competition in essence. And therefore, the WB information unit works as the objective basis to prove the evidence presented by the defendant. And the function of presenting evidence is played and realized with the assistance of adopting the unit of WB.

### 4.1.4 Detailed Specification Function

In the process of business dispute settlement, it is necessary to make a certain issue clear to define the conflicts and interests, or examine possible solutions, or test solutions, or evaluate solutions. And such kind of an issue is usually closely related to the interest focus of the business dispute. Thus, the detailed specifications on a certain issue are needed for both conflicting parties’ interest contention.

**Extract 4**

01[被代二]: <WT>你把使用被告软件 01[DA2]:<WT>You describe the process to login the defendant’s
Subjective Category of Discourse Information Function

Apart from the above-mentioned assistance of the objective category of discourse information function for interest contention, the realization of each disputing party’s interest appeals relies mainly on the subjective category of discourse information during the court trials concerning business dispute.

In interest contention for business dispute settlement, the subjective category of discourse information function works effectively on the perspectives of regulating interest contention proceeding, proposing views or standpoints, manifesting attitudes, and so on. And such kind of DI function of subjective category is mainly realized by the information units indicating WA, WI and WJ.

4.2.1 Function of Proposing Views

In order to make the dispute on interest foci clear, the subjective category of discourse information may play the function of proposing views with the assistance of information units of WA in the process of dispute settlement.

Extract 5

01[审判长]: <WB>根据双方当事人在庭前提交的双方证据的情况，<WA1>合议庭认为双方证据实质涉及四个方面的内容：一、关于原告被告主体是否适格的证据；二、关于涉案侵权行为的证据；三、关于涉案文章“震惊视频实录：原告浏览器泄露用户账户和密码”是否客观、真实的证据；四、关于原告方合理支出的证据。<WA2>对于上述归纳，双方当事人是否认可？<WA3>原告？

02[原告]: <WA4>不认可。

03[审判长]: <WA5>被告？

04[被告]: <WA6>认可。

01[J]: <WB>According to the evidence submitted by both parties before the court, <WA1>the collegial panel thinks that the two parties’ evidence in fact involves four aspects: Firstly, the evidence concerning whether the plaintiff and the defendant are the eligible subjects; Secondly, the evidence concerning infringement; Thirdly, the evidence concerning the objectivity and truth of relevant article entitled “Shocking Video Record: the plaintiff browser discloses users’ accounts and passwords”; Fourthly, the evidence concerning the reasonable expenditure. <WA2>For the above summary, do both parties recognize? <WA3>The plaintiff?

02[PA1]: <WA4> We recognize.

03[J]: <WA5>The defendant?

04[DA2]: <WA6>We recognize.
As is seen, the interactions in Extract 5 mainly show the court’s views on the summary of what essential aspects of the evidence are involved and both of the disputing parties’ opinions on the court’s previous summary at the stage of defining interests and conflicts.

In this extract, the court’s proposal of views and both disputing parties’ opinions are mainly realized by means of WA1, WA4 and WA6 information units respectively. In the process of business dispute settlement, the chief judge has the responsibility to promote the proceeding of the court hearing, so the court’s proposal of this summary on evidence promotes the dispute settlement to continue.

Moreover, the court’s summary on the essential content of the evidence is closely related to the following proceeding of evidence presentation and evidence challenging which effects both disputing parties’ interest contention. This is the reason why the chief judge inquires both parties’ opinions on the court’s summary; therefore, only after the both parties’ confirmation in the court’s summary, the present and following interest contention of both parties’ can be promoted to proceed fairly and successfully.

4.2.2 Function of Elaborating Attitudes

After the views or attitudes concerning interest contention are proposed by the participants involved in the court hearing on business dispute, the participants often make more detailed elaboration of previous views or attitudes. This makes the views or attitudes sound more reasonable and the views or attitudes would be accepted more easily by the court.

Extract 6

01[MR. LOY]: <WA1>Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please the Court: The standing trust for antitrust adopted by this Court 30 years ago in AGC is the appropriate test to give effect to Congress’s intent under the Lanham Act, and this is for three reasons. <WA2>First, the plain text of the Lanham Act at Section 45 states that the intent of that Act is to protect commercial actors against unfair competition. Competition generally is the focus of both antitrust statutes and the Lanham Act, and any test that this Court adopts should be tied to that statutory intent section. <WA3>Second, the history in the common law of both antitrust statutes and the Lanham Act are similar. <WF>In fact, in the Lanham Act context, the common law was more specific and more direct than it was under the antitrust statutes. <WA4>And, finally, each of the five…

In Extract 6, it is a lawsuit concerning advertisement dispute between two incorporated companies. And Mr. Loy is the lawyer on behalf of the petitioner.

In this extract, the petitioner lawyer proposes the views which are favorable for the petitioner’s interest contention at the very beginning of the court trial to settle the advertisement dispute by means of WA information units (from WA1 to WA4).

After that, in order to persuade the court to accept the views representing the petitioner, the petitioner lawyer elaborates their attitudes by the following three reasons. And the three reasons are realized by means of WA2, WA3, WF, and WA4 units, which helps to enhance the persuasive power of the previous views in WA1 and increase the possibility to be accepted by the court. In this way, this function of elaborating attitudes helps the participants involved in the dispute settlement to stay in an advantageous position for interest contention.

4.2.3 Function of Regulation

Although the regulation of information seems not to be the main part of interest contention, this function lays sound foundation for the smooth proceeding of interest contention and plays its unique and indispensable function in interest contention of business dispute settlement.

In the court trials concerning business dispute, the development of interest contention in dispute settlement depends on the participants’ manipulation of discourse information. And the discourse information may play different functions owing to the different roles of the participants.

Apart from the above-mentioned usage of WT information unit to play the procedural progression function of the objective category, the chief judge plays this regulatory function by means of the subjective information unit indicating WA.

In such kind of situations, the chief judge’s regulations are usually accompanied with some multimodal resources, such as the interruptions to the plaintiff’s attorney or the defense attorney. For example,

Extract 7

01[被代二]: ……<WA1>然后我会就证据9的质证意见是 01[DA2]: ...<WA1>Then my views on challenging evidence 9 is that
In Extract 7, the defendant lawyer is interrupted by the chief judge when he is beginning to make views on challenging evidence 9. In the court hearing, the chief judge has the responsibility to regulate the successful and effective proceeding of the court trials. And therefore, the defendant lawyer is interrupted to be hurry when he is found that he is relatively slow to make his statements.

In this extract, if the defendant lawyer makes his statement at this relatively low speed, it may help the defendant lawyer to get more time to organize his thoughts and make more rigorous persuasion in evidence challenging. However, this relatively slow behavior means the occupation of the counterparty’s time for arguments for interest contention, so it is indispensable for the chief judge to interrupt and to allocate the speech turns to both disputing parties equally in the court trials on business dispute settlement.

Besides, in such kind of regulation, WA information units are often adopted by the chief judge to guarantee the smooth progression of the court trials to settle the business dispute.

4.3 The Expositive Category of Discourse Information Function

Apart from the objective and subjective categories of discourse information functions, the expositive category of DI functions works when certain issues or points need to be identified or interpreted further.

4.3.1 Further Explanation Function

This further explanation function is often closely related to the key points influencing the final chief judgment on interest allocation in business dispute settlement.

In the following Extract 8, the utterance is the chief judge’s question to the witness for the defense for seeking what kind of personal information and friend information can be seen when the witness for the defense uses the defendant’s software. And this utterance occurs at the stage of defining interests and conflicts.

As is seen, the second WF information unit is the further explanation of the first WF unit. And the specific time is emphasized by the chief judge by means of this further explanation. This is because the personal information and friend information which has been asked by the chief judge is one of the important evidence to make the following judgment on interest foci summary and the final decision on the verdict to allocate the interests to both disputing parties.

Extract 8

01[审判长]: <WF1>你还记得你刚开始使用被告软件的时候你可以看到××微博哪些个人信息和好友信息？<WF2>在14年7、8月份之前你在使用被告软件的时候你可以看到××微博的哪些个人信息和好友信息？<J':>Can you remember what personal information and friend information of ×× microblog when you start to use the defendant’s software? <WF2>What kind of personal information and information concerning friends of ×× microblog can you see when you use the defendant’s software before the July and August of 2014?

In addition, this personal information and information concerning friends disclosed on the defendant’s software is different before and after the July and August of 2014, so the chief judge emphasizes the time for further explanation of the previous WF information unit.

4.3.2 Function of Making Further Confirmation

In order to ensure the equality and justice of the final judgment concerning interest arrangement to both conflicting parties, the court needs to make further confirmation on certain important issues, which can provide reference for the decision on the final verdict making.

Extract 9

[J':>Since you are present at the court trial today, can you identify what you want to prove clearly again?

[WD]: <WF>What I want to prove is that the micro blog will remind me that I can continue the usage of the defendant’s software only after my confirmation when I download the defendant’s software and use the micro blog to login it.
In Extract 9, it is the judge’s further confirmation about what the witness for the defense wants to prove. And the witness for the defense is present after the court’s approval of the defendant’s application. WT unit starts the judge’s further confirmation by asking the witness for the defense that can you identify what you want to prove clearly again. What the witness for the defense wants to testify is that the defendant’s software can be used when she logins the defendant’s software only after her confirmation in WF unit. It can be found that the testimony of witness for the defense in fact helps the defendant to shirk the responsibility of obtaining the plaintiff’s users’ data.

In this way, if the testimony from the witness for the defense is accepted by the court, this indicates that it is hard for the plaintiff to make up their losses and it helps the defendant to avoid their great losses in this dispute settlement.

Owing to the importance of the testimony from the witness for the defense, the judge makes the further confirmation for the testimony to guarantee the justice and equality of the following judgment for the settlement of this unfair competition dispute.

4.4 The Compound Category of Discourse Information Function

Apart from the above-mentioned categories of discourse information functions, there is another kind of DI function of compound category which serves for interest contention in the court hearing.

The reason why it is called the compound category lies on that this category incorporates not only one type of function together. For example, the compound category can incorporate the objective category and subjective category, however, this category of DI function works as a whole itself.

In addition, this compound category of discourse information function is often used to serve for the persuasion in interest contention in the court trials concerning business dispute.

Extract 10

01[原代二]: ......<WF1>被告在经营××网站和×××网站的过程中, 继续通过网站提供涉案侵权文章的链接, <WF2>在××网站头条搜索链中，搜索 “原告浏览器窃取用户密码”，在搜索结果的头条出现××网站这篇涉案虚假报道的链接行为， <WA>该涉案虚假报道属于侵权行为。 ...... 01[PA2]: ... <WF1> In the operation of ×× site and ××× website, the defendant continues to provide the link of the infringing article involved in the case. <WF2> To search the content of “the plaintiff’s browser steals users’ passwords” in the search chain of ×× website, the link of infringing article involved in the case can be found in the headline of the search results, <WA>this false news report involved in this case belongs to the infringement behavior...

This utterance is part of the plaintiff lawyer’s litigation appeals at the very beginning of court investigation before interests and conflicts are defined.

As is seen, although the previous two propositions are the fact presentation by the use of two WF units, the proposition of WA unit is in essence the emphasis of the plaintiff lawyer’s statement.

The previous uses of the objective category of DI function help to increase the objectivity and decrease the subjectivity of the plaintiff lawyer’s statement by means of WF information units of WF1 and WF2. And the WA unit sounds more reasonable and persuasive based on the previous two WF information units (WF1 and WF2).

In this way, the two kinds of the subjective and objective categories of DI functions work together to try to attain the effect of rationality and reasonability.

Extract 11

01[MR. ×× ]: <2,1,3,1,W A1>Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please the Court: … , and this is for three reasons. <3,1,4,1,W A2>First, <4,1,5,1,W F1> the plain text of the Lanham Act at Section 45 states that the intent of that Act is to protect commercial actors against unfair competition. <4,1,5,2,W F2>Competition generally is the focus of both antitrust statutes and the Lanham Act, <4,1,5,3,W A5>and any test that this Court adopts should be tied to that statutory intent section. <3,1,4,2,W A3>Second, … , <3,1,4,3,W A4>And, finally,…

In Extract 11, the utterance is concerned with part of the petitioner lawyer’s litigation appeal of an advertisement dispute and Mr. ×× in the extract is the lawyer on behalf of the petitioner.

As is shown, WA1 is the petitioner lawyer’s general litigation appeal and their views on the choice of more appropriate law or statute which is used as the legal basis to make the verdict for the dispute settlement. And WA2, WA3, and WA4 are the further explanations of WA1. Among these further explanations, in respect to WA2, its realization belongs to this compound category of DI function.
To be specific, in WA2 information unit, WF1 shows the intent of the Lanham Act, WF2 states that competition is the common focus of both antitrust statutes and the Lanham Act. Based on the objective category of WF1 and WF2, WA5 proposes that any test that this Court adopts should be tied to that statutory intent section.

In this way, the compound category of WA2 works with the assistance of the general effect of the uses of WF1, WF2 and WA5 units together. Moreover, it can be found that this compound category function often works on the basis of the incorporation of objective discourse information with subjective discourse information.

5. Conclusion

The present study focuses on the analysis of the features of discourse information functions and how they work in the interest contention of courtroom trials concerning business dispute settlement. From the data analysis, new findings have been found out in the present study. Apart from the objective, subjective, and expositive categories of discourse information functions in courtroom interactions (Du, 2009), a new discourse information function, namely, the compound category, has been found out in business dispute settlement. More specifically, it can be found that the discourse information functions can be classified into four categories, namely, the objective category, the subjective category, the expositive category and the compound category in interest contention of courtroom discourses concerning business dispute settlement. More specifically, the objective category of discourse information function often works by means of WF and WB information units. WA and WI information units usually work as the nucleus information to manifest the lawyers’ interest appeals. The expositive category of discourse information function is often realized by means of WF information units. The compound category is frequently used by lawyers to strengthen their views or to persuade the court to accept their opinions in interest contention. The use of a certain kind of information unit or the combinations of different information units works together to play different discourse information functions in the interest contention of the courtroom discourses concerning business dispute settlement.
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